Advice to My Younger Self: The Benefits of Learning Project Management Early in Life

Three leading project managers share their thoughts on teaching PM skills to youth and why they think it's a vital tool for the future.
PMIEF Helps Sustain Nelson Mandela's Legacy Through Project Management

A 2018 grant to the Nelson Mandela Children's Fund (NMCF) empowers the organization to acquire and to apply project management knowledge to enhance the organization's efficiency and to further ensure its impact and legacy.
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Opportunity Starts Here With an Academic or Professional Development Scholarship

Whether you are seeking a degree or furthering your career, PMIEF could have a scholarship available for you.

Check our deadlines and apply today
Skills for Life® Resource

Interested in using the helpful resource mentioned in our top story? Access the no-cost Project Management Skills for Life® guide as a great way to start managing life’s projects.

Download Here
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